City Editor

New York City in the 1920s and 1930s was a great newspaper town, and few people knew the
exciting world of breaking stories and five-star finals as intimately as Stanley Walker. Walker
earned a reputation as one of the citys most resourceful and astute newspaper men during the
seven years he spent as city editor of the Herald Tribune. In City Editor, Walker distills his
experiences into a robust insiders account of the journalism of his day, bringing to life the eras
famous reporters and editors and offering hard-won and valuable insights into the practices
and ideals of his profession. He takes on the difficult issues confronting the journalists of both
his own day and ours: journalistic ethics, the value of journalism schools, freedom of the press
and corporate influence on editorial content, and the impact of new media (in Walkers day,
news magazines and radio) on newspaper circulation.In marvelously concise and vibrant
prose, Walker describes the challenges and pleasures of covering New York City (It affords
the newspaper man an ever-changing spectacle), balances the threat of libel with the need to
get a good story (A paper which doesnt take chances is a dead paper), and offers candid advice
on good newspaper writing (Pick adjectives as you would a diamond or a mistress... too many
are dangerous). He laments about the young reporters ruined by alcohol or marriage and looks
at the demands of other newspaper jobs, from copyreaders and photographers to sports writers
and press agents. He analyzes why some newspapers succeed while others fail and discusses
the future of women in journalism, concluding with profiles of twelve of New Yorks best
reporters (including Beverly Smith, Walter Davenport, and Alva Johnston) and a characteristic
story by each. Sixty-five years after its first publication, City Editor remains a lively,
entertaining, and valuable record of the golden age of American journalism.
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Masthead - Daily Hive Deputy Managing Editor, Arts and Newsroom Innovation Deputy
Managing Editor, Digital Platforms and Audience Engagement . Deputy City Editor City
Editor Definition of City Editor by Merriam-Webster City editor definition: the editor in
charge of financial and commercial news Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.
City Editor: Larry Peterson: 9781413707830: : Books Synonyms for city editor at with
free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. American
Pronunciation of city editor by Macmillan Dictionary a newspaper editor in charge of local
news and assignments to reporters. 2. Also, City editor. British. a newspaper or magazine
editor in charge of the financial and commercial news. City Editor Oklahoma Press
Association a newspaper editor who handles local news and distributes assignments to
reporters Brit. a newspaper editor who handles financial and commercial news. City editor
definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary City Editor: City editor, metropolitan
editor Directs and supervises personnel engaged Reviews edited copy and sends to EDITOR,
NEWS (printing industry) or Newsroom Detroit News Sep 25, 2002 1.15pm: Evening
Standard City editor Anthony Hilton is the latest victim of Veronica Wadleys sweeping staff
reshuffle, writes Roland Jackson. - Job Listing - City Editor A city editor is a title used by a
particular section editor of a newspaper. They are responsible for the daily changes of a
particular issue of a newspaper that will be released in the coming day. Mostly they stay at the
publication at night and track news that happens anytime. City Editor Salary - PayScale
Editorial. Farhan Mohamed – Editor-in-Chief & Partner T: @farhanmohamed I: Daniel
Bettridge – City Editor, Vancouver Malika Karim – City Editor, Calgary none Stanley
Walker (1898–1962) was an editor of the New York Herald Tribune in the first half of the
20th century. According to a roadside memorial at the site of his birth near Lampasas, Texas,
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Walker began his career in Austin and Dallas. He served as city editor of the Herald-Tribune,
and also on the staff of the City editor - Wikipedia In City Editor, he distills his experiences
into a robust insiders account of the journalism of his day, taking on the issues confronting
journalists of both his own Staff list - The Boston Globe a person dealing with financial
news in a newspaper., a p Meaning, pronunciation, example sentences, and more from Oxford
Dictionaries. city editor, city editors- WordWeb dictionary definition Apr 13, 2017
Description: CITY EDITOR for a community newspaper in the Midwest. We are seeking a
community minded journalist looking to be a hands-on City Editor (Character) on IMDb:
Movies, TV, Celebs, and more City Editor (Character) - IMDb City editor sidelined in
Standard reshuffle Media The Guardian Synonyms for city-editor at with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. City Editor - Google
Books Result Apr 11, 2016 City: Paris, Texas Newspaper: The Paris News Job Description:
If you want to be on the cutting edge of the daily challenge that is home-town City editor definition of city editor by The Free Dictionary Define city editor: a newspaper editor who
is responsible for stories about local news. city editor - English-Spanish Dictionary - Forum
discussions with the word(s) city editor in the title: No titles with the word(s) city editor. Visit
the Spanish-English WordReference: Ask in the Images for City Editor city editor
pronunciation in American English. How to say city editor in an American accent, with audio
by Macmillan Dictionary. City Editor The Independent City editor dictionary definition
city editor defined - YourDictionary A newspaper editor responsible for handling local news
and reporters assignments. 2. Chiefly British A newspaper editor who handles commercial and
financial What is a City Editor? (with pictures) - wiseGEEK Definition of city-editor noun
in Oxford Advanced Learners Dictionary. Meaning, pronunciation, picture, example
sentences, grammar, usage notes, synonyms City editor Define City editor at As of Nov
2016, the average pay for a City Editor is $46452 annually. Stanley Walker (editor) Wikipedia Editorial Page Editor: Nolan Finley (313) 222-2064. Assistant Managing Assistant
City Editor/Metro: Stephen Murphy (313) 222-2053. Assistant City
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